
 

 

 

George Methodist Church Bible Study 

The Chosen 

Introduction 

(Part 1 of our 10 part study) 

*Please use this study as a suggested guideline, feel free to make changes according to 

timing / what speaks to you e.g. you might choose to discuss only one or two questions 

 

Open in prayer 

According to their website, The Chosen is the first-ever multi-season TV show about the life 

of Jesus. Created outside of the Hollywood system, The Chosen allows us to see Him 

through the eyes of those who knew Him. The Chosen is produced by the people and is 

the largest crowd-funded media project of all time (this means the production was paid 

for by funds raised by the general public – anyone who believed this series should be 

produced was able to pay towards it.) It is available, for FREE, to all. 

Here is a short trailer of the first season of The Chosen: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-AJdKty74M 

The series The Chosen begins with this explanation: 

The Chosen is based on the true stories of the gospels of Jesus Christ. Some locations and 

timelines have been combined or condensed. Backstories and some characters or 

dialogue have been added. 

However, all biblical and historical context and any artistic imagination are designed to 

support the truth and intention of the Scriptures. Viewers are encouraged to read the 

gospels. 

The original names, locations and phrases have been transliterated into English for 

anything spoken. 

Discuss what your understanding of the above paragraph is and how you feel about a 

series taking ‘creative license’ with the Gospels. 

Amanda Jenkins, who co-wrote a bible study with the director, based on the series 

explains: 

“Being chosen by Jesus has beautiful and far-reaching implications; although it says even 

more about the Chooser than the chooses,” says Amanda. “We are loved because He is 

love. We are saved because He’s merciful. We belong to the family of God because 

Jesus is our ticket in, making Isaiah 43 and all its perks as true for us today as it was for 

God’s chosen nation back then.” 

Read Isaiah 43 together 

(Suggested reading for later in the week: Isaiah 44) 

Allow for God to speak to you through His Word and reflect on anything that came to light. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-AJdKty74M


“But what does it actually mean to be Chosen?” asks Amanda. “To answer that question, 

we’re going Old school - Testament that is. Which will lead us back to the New. Which will 

lead us directly to Jesus.” 

Being chosen means: 

You Are Called 

You Rest 

You Are Cherished 

You Change Course 

You Are a Witness 

You Are Made New 

You Are Established 

You Are Carried 

Discuss your understanding of, as a follower of Christ, what it means to be ‘Chosen.’ 

Look at each of the descriptions Amanda uses of what it means to be ‘Chosen’, as stated 

above, and discuss what each means to you… 

alternatively discuss which description stands out to you and explain why. 

Close in prayer 

Extra information about our study: 

The Chosen Bible Study will run over 10 weeks. 

Week 1: Introduction (as above) 

Week 2 – 9: Episodes 1 – 8 of The Chosen Season 1 available at 

https://watch.angelstudios.com/thechosen/watch 

or by downloading The Chosen app via the App Store or Google Play. 

(a study guideline will be emailed to you) 

Week 10: Conclusion and reflection 

If you are unable to watch the episodes, from next week, via Live Stream then please pop 

to our Office (weekdays 8:00 – 13:00), bring along a 16gig flash drive and we’ll put all 8 

episodes of season 1 on for you. Each week we’ll email the study guideline to you and 

Pete will do a brief discussion on Wednesdays at 18:30 on Facebook Live. 
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